A single one time use valve, based on a Shape Memory Alloy (hereinafter - SMA) actuating component, wherein the valve comprises a nipple component given to shearing and shoving from the instant of its being severed off, in a manner that enables passage of the gas or the liquid from the valve's inlet flow opening to the valve's outlet flow opening wherein the valve is a valve of the normally closed type, or enables stopping of said gas or liquid passage from the inlet flow opening to the outlet flow opening, wherein the valve is a valve of the normally open type, and wherein the valve is characterized by that the inlet flow opening and outlet flow opening are formed substantially on at least one plain, that extends in its direction wherein it is substantially orthogonal to the valve's house assembly lengthwise axis and wherein a physical demarcation exists all the time between the gas or liquid to the valve's SMA made actuating component.
A VALVE WITH A SHAPE MEMORY ALLOY BASED ACTUATOR

Field of the Invention -

The embodiments that are described hereinafter belong to the field of valves in general, and specifically to the valves utilized in the aerospace industry wherein use is made of an actuator that is based on employing a Shape Memory Alloy parts (hereinafter - SMA).

Background of the Invention -

The utilization of valves is common in the aerospace industry for opening and closing of passages that are (respectively) normally closed or normally open, for example opening a passage way for flow of fuel to the steering engine of a satellite, a passage way that is normally closed, and it is required only once to be opened in a timed and reliable manner, an opening that takes place under severe environmental conditions (space conditions).

When referring to this example, note that until recently valves using pyrotechnical actuators were commonly used. Generally, a pyrotechnically actuating valve has several drawbacks - activating the pyrotechnical component induces a mechanical shock on the valve and its vicinity. This happens due to the fact that what is happening is a detonation of an explosive material (or at least a thrusting material), in a manner that might cause structural damage. An additional drawback that is the result of using a pyrotechnical component is the fact that gases at relatively high pressures are liable to be generated in a manner that can cause a breach of sealing components in the valve and the generation of contamination within the valve (up to a degree of terminating the satellite operation). All this and more - an additional drawback stems from the fact that as is the case with a chemical substance, the explosive or the thrusting material of the pyrotechnical component becomes less effective as time passes (due to an aging process) and as a rule it is sensitive to environmental conditions, and even more so due to the environmental conditions prevailing in space. An additional drawback that is expressed when the operation of the valve is being relied on detonation of a pyrotechnical component is the fact that this is a non-reversible operation by its nature and hence there is a difficulty to ensure high reliability based on tests of that specific component that is finally installed at that valve and sent to space. In other words, it is
not possible to detonate the specific pyrotechnic component that is meant to be installed in the valve and its reliability is therefore derived only from initiated detonation tests that are statistical in their nature of a collection of identical components, but such that are not the specific pyrotechnical component that would be eventually installed in the valve and sent to space. As an outcome result, valves equipped with pyrotechnical actuators that are intended to be operating in space, became multi-parts devices - so for example - to assure redundancy, sometimes, two pyrotechnical components are installed in them in tandem, one alongside the other, so that if one of them fails - the other does function and the valve's mission is accomplished. It is superfluous to point out that this plurality of parts is an obvious severe disadvantage in terms of the high cost involved in designing a multi-part valve and the need that such a multi-parts valve has to withstand strict space industry quality requirements.

Recently, several solutions were displayed, that are not pyrotechnical but rather based on exploiting SMA. Thus for example, Patent US 8,499,799 describes a system, methods and apparatus of a Nitinol valve. The patent presents valves with actuators that include an actuator rod from a material that extends or shrinks along a lengthwise axis from the instant of adsorbing the heat energy, from the kind of nickel - titanium (NiTi) alloys that is called Nitinol (commercial name) in the professional jargon. The configurations of these non-pyrotechnic valves that are described and illustrated in said publication include, all of them, actuators made of Nitinol material wherein at the time of the valve operation the outer surface (area) of the actuator is exposed to the flowing of the gas or the liquid that is passing in the valve from the time of its opening. Trouble is, that in applications of a spacecraft (in accordance with the example we were treating) the discussed gas or liquid is sometimes Hydrazine - an N₂H₄ chemical compound that although it suits for contact with (for example) - Titanium or stainless steel, it does not fit contact with Nitinol (another example of such problematic liquid is IRFNA). This and more, in the configuration of the valves that are described and illustrated in this publication, the heating up means are external (located around external circumference surface area of the actuator), and hence, from the instant of activating them as is needed for activating the valve, the act of heating up exposes also the gas or the liquid that is meant to flow through the valve, to the temperature increase, this in a manner that might harm them while they are passing in the valve (as much as is talked about in materials sensitive to temperature increase, for example - 63°C is enough in order to damage Hydrazine). An additional drawback that is found in the valves configurations that are illustrated and described
in this publication is that they are of a construction that is not modular, in a manner that it makes it difficult to disassemble the actuator component from them or to install it in them.

Another example for a publication which suggests a solution that is not pyrotechnic but based on SMA for opening a flow passage, is found in patent application publication US 2012/001 1843. The publication describes a shape memory alloy trigger for a pressure relief valve. The publication presents an opening at the end of an elongated tank, for relieving the pressure from the tank, through a conventional quarter-turn valve that its actuation unto a quarter-turn movement as said, is executed through an elongated SMA component which is located along the tank and in parallel to it. The SMA component serves, according to the publication, as a heat sensor that extends along the length dimension of the tank, in a manner that its exposure to temperatures that are above its austenite transformation temperature, leads to opening of the valve which is at the tip of the tank. The publication does not designate the described trigger means to aerospace applications and the SMA technology is exploited in it as a passive heat sensor and therefore, does not excite by a timed and controlled actuation of an external heat source.

Hence, at the period before the present invention, there was a need in valves for opening passages that are normally closed or for closing passages that are normally open, for example - opening a passage for fuel in a steering engine of a satellite that is normally closed and it is required to "open it only once", in a timed and reliable manner, an opening that occurs in severe environmental conditions (space conditions) wherein those valves could not suffer from the problems allocated with using pyrotechnic components at which we pointed above and concurrently those needed valves will be suited for making flow of Hydrazine and IRFNA through them and providing those capabilities while having a modular and relatively simple construction.

**Summary of the Invention -**

The invention, the subject matter of this application, provides an answer to the needs we pointed at above, by an SMA based, single use (disposable) valve.

A valve in accordance with the invention comprises a valve's house assembly that is formed with a lengthwise axis, and with an inlet flow opening for the passage of gas or liquid into the valve and an outlet flow opening for the passage of the gas or the liquid outwards from the valve. The valve comprises in addition, a nipple component that is given to be sheared and swept away from the time it is cut away (sheared), in a manner that in accordance to the type of the valve, when
the subject is a normally closed valve - enables the passage of the gas or the liquid from the inlet flow opening to the valve's outlet opening, and when the treated subject is the normally closed type of valve - enables stopping the passage of the gas or the liquid from the inlet flow opening to the valve's outlet flow opening.

A valve in accordance with the invention comprises additionally an actuator assembly that is suited for being installed inside the valve's house assembly along its lengthwise axis. The actuating assembly comprises heating up means, actuating component from a material that is SMA and that is given to be warmed up by the warming means in a manner which leads to its lengthening along the lengthwise axis of the valve's housing assembly, and hammer component that is suited to transfer the force that the actuating component is exerting, from the instant of heating up the actuating component along the lengthwise axis to the nipple and to subject the nipple unto a stress for its shearing. The hammer component is suited in addition to continue and propel the nipple for being shoved (away) after its shearing.

A valve in accordance with the invention is characterized in that that the inlet and outlet flow passages are substantially formed on at least one geometric plane that extends in its direction in a direction that is substantially orthogonal to the lengthwise axis of the valve's house assembly and in that that all the time, there exists a physical demarcation (partition) between the gas or the liquid and the valve's actuating component.

In one embodiment of a valve in accordance with the invention, a valve that is of the normally closed type, the nipple component is regularly connected to the inlet flow opening of the valve, in a manner that prevents gas or liquid passage to the outlet flow opening from the valve. In this configuration, the nipple component is given to shearing off the connection of the nipple to the input flow opening of the valve, and sweep away from the instant of shearing it, in a manner that enables passage of the gas or the liquid from the valve's inlet flow passage to the valve's flow outlet. In this configuration, the actuating component of the valve comprises in addition, a springy means which is suited to cause continued propelling of the nipple following its shearing off, for sweeping it away in a manner that it would not block the passage of gas or liquid from the valve's input flow passage to the valve's outlet flow passage.

In a second valve configuration in accordance with the invention, a valve that is of the normally open type, the nipple component is regularly connected to a bracket that is located in the
valve's house assembly, in a manner that enables passage of the gas or the liquid to the outlet flow passage from the valve. In this configuration, the nipple component is given to being sheared off from the connection of the nipple to the bracket and shoveling it off from the time of its being severed, in a manner which closes the passage of the gas or the liquid from the inlet flow opening of the valve to the valve's outlet flow opening. In this configuration the valve might include also springy means that is suited to cause continued propelling of the nipple following its shearing for the purpose of shoving it.

Still other aspects, embodiments, and advantages of these exemplary aspects and embodiments are discussed in detail below. Embodiments disclosed herein may be combined with other embodiments in any manner consistent with at least one of the principles disclosed herein, and references to "an embodiment," "some embodiments," "an alternate embodiment," "various embodiments," "one embodiment" or the like are not necessarily mutually exclusive and are intended to indicate that a particular feature, structure, or characteristic described may be included in at least one embodiment. The appearances of such terms herein are not necessarily all referring to the same embodiment.

**Brief Description of the Drawings -**

Various aspects of at least one embodiment are discussed below with reference to the accompanying figures, which are not intended to be drawn to scale. The figures are included to provide illustration and a further understanding of the various aspects and embodiments, and are incorporated in and constitute a part of this specification, but are not intended as a definition of the limits of the invention. In the figures, each identical or nearly identical component that is illustrated in various figures is represented by a like numeral. For purposes of clarity, not every component may be labeled in every figure. In the figures:

**Figure No. 1** constitutes an illustration in perspective of an example valve of the normally closed type in accordance with the invention.

**Figure No. 2** constitutes a cross section side view of the valve illustrated in Fig No. 1 at a pre-actuating condition (flow passage closed).

**Figure No. 3** constitutes a cross section side view of the valve illustrated in Fig No. 1 while being in an actuated condition (while in motion and opening the flow passage).
**Figure No. 4** constitutes a cross section side view of the valve illustrated in Fig No. 1 while being in a post actuated condition (flow passage open).

**Figure No. 5** constitutes an exploded view in perspective that presents the various components of the valve illustrated in Fig. No. 1.

**Figure No. 6** constitutes a cross section view in perspective of an additional example of a normally closed type of valve in accordance with the invention - a valve with a filtering component in the flow passage (in an after actuating condition - flow passage open).

**Figure No. 7** constitutes a cross section side view in perspective of the valve illustrated in Fig. No. 6 in the pre actuation condition (flow passage closed).

**Figure No. 8** constitutes a cross section view of the valve illustrated in Fig. No. 6 (as illustrated there - in the post actuation condition - flow passage open).

**Figure No. 9** constitutes a cross section side view in perspective of an additional example of a normally closed type of valve in accordance with the invention - a valve with an independent termination mechanism for maintaining the flow passage closed, upon exposure of the valve to a high temperature (for example - in case of a fire), (The valve is illustrated with a closed flow passage).

**Figure No. 10** constitutes an illustration in perspective of an additional example of a normally closed type of valve in accordance with the invention - a valve with a mechanism providing for a rotational movement in order to open the flow passage.

**Figure No. 11** constitutes an illustration in perspective of the valve illustrated in Fig. No. 10 wherein for the sake of clarification, the valve's housing assembly is illustrated as if it is transparent.

**Figure No. 12** constitutes an illustration in perspective, partly in cross section, of the valve illustrated in Fig. No. 10.

**Figure No. 13** constitutes a cross section illustration in perspective, of the valve illustrated in Fig. No. 10.

**Figure No. 14** constitutes a local illustration in perspective, of a side cross section, of part of the valve illustrated in Fig. No. 10, in the pre actuation condition (flow passage closed).
Figure No. 15 constitutes a local illustration of side cross section of part of the valve illustrated in Fig. No. 10, depicted while in the actuated state (while being in motion and opening the flow passage).

Figure No. 16 constitutes a local illustration of a side cross section of a part of the valve illustrated in Fig. No. 10, depicted in its condition after being actuated (the flow passage is open).

Figure No. 17 constitutes an exploded view in perspective that presents the various components of the valve illustrated in Fig. No. 10.

Figure No. 18 constitutes an illustration of a cross section in perspective, of an example of a valve of the normally open type in accordance with the invention, being in the state of before actuation (the flow passage is open).

Figure No. 19 constitutes an illustration in perspective, of the cross section, of the valve illustrated in Fig. No. 18.

Figure No. 20 constitutes an illustration in perspective, of the cross section, of the valve illustrated in Fig. No. 18, depicted at the condition of being during actuation (being in motion to close the flow passage).

Figure No. 21 constitutes an illustration in perspective, of the cross section, of the valve illustrated in Fig. No. 18, depicted at the condition of being after the actuation stage (flow passage is closed).

Figure No. 22 constitutes an exploded view in perspective that presents the various components of the valve illustrated in Fig. No. 18.

Figure No. 23 constitutes a cross section illustration of an additional valve of the normally open type in accordance with the invention - a valve without a springy means which is depicted in a pre-actuation state (the flow passage is open).

Figure No. 24 constitutes a cross section illustration of the valve illustrated in Fig. No. 23, at the condition of being after the actuation (flow passage is closed).

Figure No. 25 constitutes an exploded view in perspective that presents the various components of the valve illustrated in Fig. No. 23.
Detailed Description -

At least one exemplary valve will be described below to provide an example of an embodiment of each claimed invention. No embodiment described below limits any claimed invention and any claimed invention may cover valves that differ from those described below. The claimed inventions are not limited to valves having all of the features of any one valve described below or to features common to multiple or all of the valves described below. It is possible that a valve described below is not an embodiment of any claimed invention. Any invention disclosed in a valve described below that is not claimed in this document may be the subject matter of another protective instrument, for example, a continuing patent application, and the applicant does not intend to abandon, disclaim or dedicate to the public any such invention by its disclosure in this document.

Furthermore, it will be appreciated that for simplicity and clarity of the illustrations, where considered appropriate, reference numerals may be repeated among the figures to indicate corresponding or analogous elements, in addition, numerous specific details are set forth in order to provide a thorough understanding of the embodiments described herein. However, it will be understood by those of ordinary skill in the art that the embodiments described herein may be practiced without these specific details. In other instances, well-known methods, procedures and components have not been described in detail so as not to obscure the embodiments described herein. Also, the description is not to be considered as limiting the scope of the embodiments described herein.

Reference is made to figures No. 1 to No. 5. Figure No. 1 constitutes an illustration in perspective of an example valve 10 of the normally closed type in accordance with the invention. Figure No. 2 constitutes a cross section side view of valve 10 in a pre-actuation condition (flow passage closed). Figure No. 3 constitutes a cross section side view of valve 10 while being actuated, i.e. in motion and opening of the flow passage. Figure No. 4 constitutes a cross section side view of valve 10 illustrated in the post actuation state (flow passage open). Figure No. 5 constitutes an exploded view in perspective that presents the various components of valve 10.

As is evident from the figures and as would be explained later on while referring to them, valve 10 is a single use valve of the normally closed type, which is based on SMA.
Referring to Fig. No. 1, we will notice that valve 10 comprise a valve housing assembly 20 that is formed with a length-wise axis 30 and with inlet flow opening 40 for the sake of gas or liquid flow passage into the valve and outlet flow opening 50 for gas or liquid passage outwards from the valve.

A prominent geometrical characteristic of valve 10 is the fact that the inlet flow passage into it 40 and outlet exit opening 50 from it are formed (and located) substantially on a single common plain 60 that extends in its direction wherein it is substantially perpendicular to the length axis 30 of the valve's housing assembly 20.

Let it be commented that in view of the figures and the explanations that would be given below, any professional would understand that what is discussed is a geometric characteristic per-se and there might exist deviation of the perpendicular from the plain. It is not a requirement of exact (strict) orthogonality of the perpendicular from the plain, and also (even) a deviation of for example say 5° to 30° in the inlet flow opening and outlet flow opening itself and between it and the lengthwise axis of the valve would not necessarily damage the functional operation of a valve in accordance with the invention.

In the example illustrated in the figures, the inlet opening and the outlet one, each one of them comprises a tubule that is suited to be affixed - for example by welding, to a matching bore in the valve housing assembly 20. A characteristic tubule can be made for example by turning from stainless steel or titanium in a diameter of 0.25" and from the instant of being installed it would protrude from the valve's housing assembly by approximately 25 mm.

Valve 10 comprises nipple component 70 that is, usually, connected to the inlet flow opening 40, in a manner that prevents passage of the gas or the liquid to the outlet flow opening. Nipple 70 can be cut off (sheared away) from its connection to the inlet flow opening 40.

In the illustrated example, nipple 70 is formed as a kind of a bushing 72 that is formed by turning as an extension of the tubule of the inlet flow opening and its connection to the tubule is in a configuration of a circumferential weakening slot 74.

As it will be clarified below, following after the cutting away of nipple 70 at the site of circumferential weakening slot 74, its severing away from the tubule of the inlet flow opening 40 and shoving (sliding) it away from its regular place (that is illustrated in Fig. No. 2), the passage
of gas or the liquid is enabled from the inlet flow opening 40 to the outlet flow opening 50 (the situation depicted in Fig. No. 4).

Valve 10 comprises also an actuating assembly 80. This actuating assembly 80 is suited to be installed inside the valve's housing assembly 20 along lengthwise axis 30.

Actuating assembly 80 includes heating up means 90. Any professional would understand that heating up means 90 is intended to excite the valve's SMA component, namely, in the illustrated example - actuating component 100, that is manufactured of, as said, from a material that is SMA (for example - NiTi), and exciting the actuating component by heating up causes a thermo-mechanic phases passage in the actuating component for obtaining its motion along length axis 30 (see in Fig. No. 2 - arrow 101) while exerting a large force - subjecting the material to high pressure of up to approximate 500 MPa.

In the illustrated example, actuating component 100 is formed as a kind of an elongated pole formed with an internal space 102. Heating up means 90 is suited to be installed inside internal space 102 for heating up the actuating component from the inside (of the actuating component).

It is possible to design the SMA so that only activating heating up means 90 to produce a temperature of approximate 100° C, would lead to the length extension of actuating component 100 along length axis 30, and this while exerting a pressure of 300 MPa. Any professional would understand that such a design assures durability (resistance) of the valve while being exposed to a relatively high environmental temperature without such relatively high environmental temperature exciting the actuating component.

There exist off the shelf heating up means that are suitable for use in such applications. Naturally, such a heating up means requires an electrical interface for its operation (for example-supply voltage +/- 28 volts, power - 70 Watt per minute and 2.5 Amp maximum current). The electrical interface is not detailed herein and every professional in this field would be able to design it by interfacing with the (available) power supply system and the command on the platform (in use) (for example - the satellite) in which the valve is mounted. An example for a heating up means is liable to be two helical 2*30 Watt quad core heater that is built in a configuration of two heater spirals with a thermocouple at their center for measuring the temperature and providing feedback to the control. Such a two spirals configuration is liable to contribute to redundancy of the system.
(in a manner that failure of one spiral brings about operation of the second or increase the heating power of the operating one).

Actuating component 80 comprises in addition, a hammer component 110. Hammer component 110 is suited to transfer the force that actuating component 100 would exert from the time it is heated up as said. The force transfer would occur as said along the length axis 30 (see in Fig No. 2 - in the direction of arrow 101) to nipple 70 and bias the nipple (in the illustrated example - in the region of the circumferential weakening slot 74) for a shearing strain that would lead to the cutoff of the linking between nipple 70 and input flow opening 40 (see in Fig. No. 2).

Hammer component 110 is suited in addition to continue and propel nipple 70 and sweep it away following after its shearing. See in figures No. 3 and No. 4 - springy means 120 is suited to cause for the continued propelling of nipple 70 after its shearing, for its shoving (sweeping away), in the illustrated example - along lengthwise axis 30 (see in Fig. No. 3 - arrow 122), in a manner that it would not block the passage of the gas or the liquid from inlet flow opening 40 to outlet flow opening 50.

Reference is given to describe the various components of valve 10 (and the attention is especially directed to figure No. 5 that shows, as said, an exploded view of the components of valve 10).

In this illustrated example, valve's housing assembly 20 comprises house component 132 that is formed with internal space 134. Internal space 134 extends along lengthwise axis 30 wherein it is open at one end 136 of the house component. Valve's housing assembly 20 comprise in addition, nut component 138 that is suited to be affixed to the one end 136 of housing component 132 (for example - by screw thread and welding), (see in figures No. 2 to No. 4).

As can be seen in figures No. 2 to No. 4, in the illustrated example heating up means 90 is installed on nut 138 by an array of screws 140. The valve's housing assembly 20 comprises in addition, also a plug component 142 that is suited to connect with nut component 138 (for example - by threading). Plug component 142 is formed with an opening 144.

As can be seen in figures No. 2 to No. 4, through opening 144 there is installed heating up means 90 wherein it extends along lengthwise axis 30.
Hammer component 110 is formed as a cylinder having a terraced interior space 146 that is opened at a one end 148 and closed at the other (second) end 150.

As can be seen in figures No. 2 to No. 4, hammer component 110 is suited for a movement inside internal space 134 of housing component 132 and along lengthwise axis 30.

A one end 148 of hammer component 110 is suited to contain in it a springy component 120. In the illustrated example, springy component 120 is a helical spring that leans on component 138 and biases hammer component 110, to continue and propel nipple 70, for shifting and sweeping away the nipple following the nipple shearing off (as illustrated in figures No. 3 and No. 4). Any professional would understand that as a substitute to a helical spring, it is possible to consider resorting to use an array of coned disk (namely Belleville washer) spring.

In a geometrical proximity to the second, closed end 150 of hammer component 110, a flow passage 155 is formed, that is substantially formed on a single plain 60, that from the instant of installing hammer component 110 in valve 10 (see in figures No. 3 and No. 4) extends in its direction wherein it is substantially perpendicular to the lengthwise axis 30 of housing component 132.

In the illustrated example; flow passage 155 is formed as two openings - 157 and 159 - that are located one opposite the other at the walls of the terraced space 146 of hammer component 110.

As can be seen in Fig. No. 4, flow passage 155 enables the passage of the gas or the liquid from the inlet flow opening 40 to outlet flow opening 50, following after shearing of the linking between nipple 70 to inlet flow opening 40 and the sweeping away of the nipple (in the direction of the arrow 122 as illustrated in Fig. No. 3).

The other end of hammer component 110 - the closed end 150, is formed with bracket opening 161 for accommodating nipple 70. Bracket opening 161 is formed in parallel to the plain of flow passage 155 and with a distance from it.

As can be seen in figures No. 2 to No. 4, bracket opening 161 is suited to receive nipple 70 in it and shift it (sweep it away) while it is found in it, from the instant of getting the nipple sheared from inlet flow opening 40 (in the direction of the arrow 122 as depicted in Fig. No. 3).
In the illustrated example, from the instant of its shearing, by the force of the pressure of the
gas or the liquid, nipple 70 is propelled at first to a linear motion into the inside of bracket opening
161 to a space segment 162 that is formed at the end of bracket 161, and concurrently begins its
shifting (sweeping away) in the direction of length axis 30 (in the direction of arrow 122 as
depicted in Fig. No. 3). Any professional would understand that in this manner, of widthwise linear
motion into the inside of space 162, the danger of friction being generated by the nipple that was
just severed is decreasing, a potential friction which was liable to resist movement inside the
hammer component space (in the direction of arrow 122 as illustrated in Fig. No. 3).

Internal space 134 of house component 132 is formed with a segment (sector) 165. Segment
165 is suited to receive into it the closed second segment 150 of hammer component 110, namely
- the segment in which there is formed the bracket opening 161 for the accommodation of nipple
70, from the instant of shearing off the link between nipples 70 to inlet flow opening 40 and shifting
it within bracket opening 161. See in Fig. No. 4 - reception of the closed second end 150 of
hammer component 110, inside segment (sector) 165 of the inner component 70 that was severed
away from its link to inlet flow opening 40 and included within inside bracket opening 161 which
is formed at the end of the hammer component.

In the valve's illustrated example, the bracket opening 161 to nipple 70 (the bracket opening
at which we pointed above and that is formed, as said, at the closed second end 150 of hammer
component 110), is formed in addition with a flow passage means 170.

Flow passage means 170 serves to enable the gas or the liquid to flow towards nipple 70
from the instant it was severed away from the inlet flow opening 40. The flow of the gas or the
liquid towards the tip of the nipple 70 after its being severed away (see in Fig. No. 4), causes the
shoving of nipple 70 towards the wall of segment 165 of internal space 134 in the house component
132. Thus, shoving the nipple towards the wall generates friction between them and limits the
ability of hammer component 110 to execute non desired motion after actuating the valve and
opening the flow passage through it, along lengthwise axis 30, and in an opposite direction to the
biasing direction of springy means (in a direction that is liable to bring about a cut-off of the flow),
for example - when exposure of the valve to high acceleration or shock occurs.

The gas or the liquid flow, subject to actuating the valve and opening the flow passage
through it (see in Fig. No. 4), is not limited as per the illustrated example, only to enabling the
flow towards the outlet flow opening 50 and as said, in parallel, it is also utilized for shoving nipple 70 through flow passage 170. Hammer component 110 is formed as said as a cylinder having a terraced space 146. Step 175 connects between space 146 segments. Step 175 is formed, in accordance with the illustrated example, with an array of openings 177 on its circumference. As can be understood from figure No. 4 - openings 177 enables the passage of the gas or the liquid through them from inlet flow opening 40 to the hammer component space, following after severing the connection between nipple 70 to inlet flow opening 40 and shoving away the nipple from it.

We have already pointed above at a (one) prominent characteristic of a valve in accordance with the invention - the geometrical aspect according to which the inlet flow opening and the outlet flow opening are substantially formed on at least one plain (in the illustrated example - a single common plain) that extends in its direction that is substantially perpendicular to the lengthwise axis of the valve's housing assembly

An additional characteristic in the structure of a valve in accordance with the invention is the existence of a mechanical demarcation (physical divider) between the gas or the liquid and the actuating component (in the illustrated example - component 100), in all the stages - be it in the existence (see Fig. No. 2) of a closed flow passage or be it after actuating the valve - at the instant of opening the flow passage (see Fig. No. 3) and obtaining an open transient condition of the flow (Fig. No. 4). Needless to elaborate as to the fact that the existence of such mechanical demarcation as said, in valves in accordance with the invention, prevents contacts between materials that as said are liable to be non-matching from the chemical aspect (NiTi that is non matching for contact, for example with Hydrazine).

In accordance with the illustrated example, in the valve 10 example, the mechanical demarcation is obtained through additional components -

Actuating assembly 80 comprises in addition, first mechanical demarcation means 180 in a configuration resembling a cup that is suited for being installed along lengthwise axis 30 of the valve's housing assembly 20. Mechanical demarcation means 180 is formed with a bottom item 182. Reference is being made to Fig. No. 2 - its one side, the outer one - 184 of bottom 182, is suited to contact with hammer component 110 until the linkage between nipple 70 to inlet flow opening 40 is sheared off (up to the situations illustrated in figures No.3 and No. 4). Its other side, the internal one, 186 of bottom 182, is suited for contact with actuating component 100 for the
sake of exerting force as said, from the instant of heating up the said actuating component on the hammer component 110.

In addition, actuating assembly 80 comprises a second mechanical demarcation means 190 in a configuration of a bellows that can be extended in its length from the instant of starting to warm up the actuating component 100 as required for the shearing of nipple 70. Reference is given to figure No. 2 - means 190 extends along lengthwise axis 30 of the valve's house assembly 20 wherein it is anchored on its one end to nut component 138 and on its other end to first demarcation means 180 (the one resembling a cup shape).

Reference is given to figures No. 2 to No. 4. Any professional would appreciate the fact that in all the stages of operation of valve 10, the first demarcation means 180 and the second, 190, divide and separate as said, all the time, between the gas and the liquid and actuating component 100.

An additional constructional component in valve 10, is insulating component 195 that - as can be seen in figures No. 2 to No.4, constitutes a part of actuating component 80. Insulating component 195 is suited to be installed on actuating component 100 and to extend along its length. In the depicted embodiment, illustrated as an example only, wherein - as we pointed above, heating up means 90 is suited to be installed inside actuating component 100 for heating up the actuating component from the inside, then any professional would understand that insulating component 195 might help to provide desirable insulation of the actuating component from the influence of environmental temperature effects and to prevent wasting energy from the instant that it is required to heat up the actuating component in order to bring about the valve's operation.

An additional constructional component in valve 10, is disk 197 that, as can be seen in figures No. 2 to No.4, from the instant of mounting it in the valve - separates between actuating assembly 80 to plug component 142.

Reference is given to figures No. 6 to No. 8. Figure No. 6 constitutes cross section view in perspective of an additional example of a valve 210 in accordance with the invention - a normally closed type of valve equipped with a filtering component 215 in the flow passage (wherein the valve is depicted in the condition of after actuating - with flow passage open). Figure No. 7 constitutes a cross section side view of valve 210 in the pre actuating condition (flow passage
closed). Figure No. 8 constitutes a cross section view of valve 210 wherein similarly to Fig. No. 6 - valve 210 is found in the condition of after activation, namely the flow passage is open.

Differently from valve 10, as it was described above while referring to figures No. 1 to No. 5, valve 210 comprises in addition a filtering component - filter means 215. Filter means 215 is suited to be installed at the valve's house assembly and to filter the gas or the liquid flow when it passes from the inlet flow opening 240 to outlet flow opening 250 after shearing off the link that existed between nipple 270 and inlet flow opening 240 and shoving nipple 270 following after it was severed (in the condition illustrated in figures No. 6 and No. 8).

Valve 210 is different from valve 10 in an additional aspect - in valve 210, flow passage 2155 is formed in hammer component 2110 as a ring like (circular) flow passage that extends around a central stem 217 that is formed in hammer component 2110.

As said, valve 210 includes in addition filter means 215. In the illustrated example, filter means 215 is formed as a sleeve with a passage opening formed on its side to accommodate the inlet flow opening with the nipple on its top. Filter means 215 is suited to be installed in the inner space of the valve's house component, around a ring like (circular) flow passage 2155. Any professional would understand that filter means 215 is liable to be made of stainless steel and enable filtering the gas or the liquid in a manner that it will also prevent sweeping away of shavings that are liable to be produced from the instant the nipple is severed off. Concurrently, in this configuration as a sleeve that is positioned around the circumference of hammer component 2110, the filter means can contribute also to limiting the capability of the hammer component 2110 to execute a non-desired movement after actuating the valve and opening the flow passage through. Namely - preventing a movement in an undesirable direction that might cause severance of the flow passage, a movement along lengthwise axis 230 and in a direction that is opposite to the direction of the biasing extracted by springy means 2120, (for example - when exposure of the valve occurs to high acceleration or shock).

Notwithstanding the differences that we pointed at above, any professional would understand that similarly to valve 10, also in valve 210 there does exist all the traits and prominent characteristic that we pointed at above - when referring to valve No. 10, namely -

The fact that inlet flow opening 240 and outlet flow opening 250 from it are substantially formed on (over) at least one plain, as in the illustrated example - over a single plain - 260. A plain
that extends in its direction wherein it is substantially perpendicular to the lengthwise axis 230 of valve's house assembly 220. Moreover, also the characteristic existence of mechanical demarcation (a physical barrier) between the gas or the liquid and the actuating component (in the illustrated example component 2100), in all the stages - be it in the existence of a closed flow passage (see Fig. No. 7) or be it after actuating the valve and obtaining an open flow passage condition (figures No. 6 and No. 8).

Reference is given to figure No. 9. Figure No. 9 is a cross section view of an additional example of a valve 310 in accordance with the invention - a valve of the normally closed type with an independent stoppage mechanism for keeping the flow passage closed even in a given situation wherein valve 310 is exposed to high temperature (for example - in case of an outbreak of fire onboard). Valve 310 is illustrated with a closed flow passage.

Differently from valves 10 and 210 as they were described above while referring (respectively) to figures No. 1 to No. 5 and No. 6 to No. 8, valve 310 comprises in addition, an independent stoppage mechanism 315 for keeping the flow passage between inlet flow opening 340 to outlet flow opening 350 so that it would stay closed even if there occurs a condition of exposure of the valve to high temperature, that normally it could have excited the actuating component 3100 and thus bring about to haphazardly opening the flow passage (without willfully activating of the heating up means 390 to act).

Accordingly, as per Fig. 9 illustrated example, stoppage means 315 is characterized in that it comprises a second actuating component 3101 that similarly to actuating component 3100, is also being made of material that is SMA. Second actuating component 3101 is positioned alongside house component 3132 of valve's house assembly 320 and in parallel to its lengthwise axis 330. Second actuating component 3101, from the instant of warming it up by the temperature prevailing adjacent to valve 310, and being above a threshold temperature set in advance, biases house component 3132 unto a stretching stress that causes it to be extended (grow in length). The extension in length of house 3132 as a result of the strain, is in a given dimension (geometrically and along lengthwise axis 330) which is sufficient in order to prevent the severing of the link between nipple 370 and inlet flow opening 340, and this - even if the first actuating component 3100 was warmed up too (due to the exposure of the valve to high temperature) in a manner that brought about also its too growing in length.
In accordance with the illustrated example, house component 3132 is formed with shoulders 325 and 326 that are protruding from its circumference on its two ends. Second actuating component 3101 is suited to lean on the shoulders for biasing, as said, of house component 3132, unto a stress that causes its lengthening to be beyond the lengthening that is expected for (first) actuating component 3100 when exposed to a similar temperature (and thus stoppage means 315 neutralizes and prevents the undesirable operation of the valve).

Notwithstanding the difference we discussed above, any professional would understand that similarly to valves 10 and 210, also in valve 310 there exists all those prominent characteristics that we pointed at above when we referred to valves 10 and 210, namely-

The fact that inlet flow opening 340 and outlet flow opening 350 are formed substantially on at least one plain, in the illustrated example - on a one single plain 360 that extends in its direction wherein it is substantially orthogonal to the lengthwise axis 330 of the valve's house assembly 320. As well as the characteristic existence of mechanical demarcation (physical barrier), between the gas or the liquid and the two actuating components (in the illustrated example, components 3100 and 3101), at all the operational stages of the valve.

Reference is given to figures No. 10 to No. 17. Figure No. 10 constitutes an illustration in perspective of yet an additional example of valve 410 in accordance with the invention - a valve of the normally closed valve type constructed with a mechanism providing for a rather rotational movement for opening the flow passage. Figure No. 11 constitutes an illustration in perspective of valve 410 wherein for the sake of clarification the valve's house assembly is illustrated as if it is transparent. Figure No. 12 constitutes an illustration in perspective, part of it in cross section, of valve 410. Figure No. 13 constitutes a cross section illustration of valve 410 in perspective. Figure No. 14 constitutes a local illustration of a side cross section, of part of valve 410 in the pre actuation condition (flow passage closed). Figure No. 15 constitutes a local illustration of side cross section of part of valve 410 in the condition of "while being actuated" (while being in motion and opening of the flow passage). Figure No. 16 constitutes a local illustration of side cross section of part of valve 410 in the condition of after being actuated (the flow passage is open). Figure No. 17 constitutes an exploded view in perspective that presents the various components of valve 410.

Viewing Fig. No. 10, it is easy to understand that similarly to valves 10, 210 and 310, also in valve 410 there exits the prominent geometric characteristic to which we drew attention above
when referring to all those valves - the fact that inlet flow opening 440 to it and outlet flow opening 450 from it, are substantially formed on at least one geometrical plain, in the illustrated example - on a single common plane 460 that extends in its direction wherein it is substantially orthogonal to lengthwise axis 430 of the valve's house assembly 420.

In the illustrated example the inlet and outlet flow openings are positioned as said on a plain that is orthogonal in its direction to the lengthwise axis, but in contra distinction to the case of valves 10, 210 and 310, in valve 410 the openings are positioned in an angular array one related to the other (and not one opposite the other).

Differently then what was described hereinabove regarding valves 10, 210 and 310 while referring (respectively) to figures No. 1 to No. 5, No. 6 to No. 8 and No. 9 - in valve 410 (see Fig. No. 17), the actuating component 4100 is formed as an extended long, full pole and the heating up means 490 is suited to be installed around actuating component 4100 for external heating up (differently than internal of the actuating component).

In valve 410, the valve's house assembly 420 comprises in addition, an upper house component 412 that is suited to be installed on house component 4132 while holding actuating component 4100 ad heating up means 490 within it.

In valve 410, in the actuating assembly 480, hammer component 4110 is formed with two end surfaces (plains) 414 and 416. The two end surfaces (plains) 414 and 416 are connected by a central stem segment 417. From the instant of installing the hammer component in the valve, stem component 417 extends along lengthwise axis 430, and as said - connects the two end surfaces.

Hammer component 4110 is suited for moving inside internal space 4134 of house component 4132. In valve 410, the motion of hammer component 4110 is executed along lengthwise axis 430 as required to sever the link between nipple 470 and inlet flow opening 440 (similarly to the linear movements along lengthwise axis that take place also in valves 10, 210 and 310 that we pointed at before).

However, any professional would understand that in valve 410, differently than in the other valves 10, 210 and 310, the hammer component and in it the nipple that was severed and swept away, do not continue their linear movement along the lengthwise axis of the valve (here - 430),
but rather continues with its rotational motion around the lengthwise axis 430, along an angular amplitude as is required for shoving nipple 470 after it was severed.

Any professional would appreciate the fact that in valve 410, shoving the nipple exists in a rotational movement around the lengthwise axis and not along it (as is the case for the quoted valves 10, 210 and 310), shortens the lengthwise dimension of the valve in accordance with the invention, and from it there might be derived advantages in regards to packaging aspects and reduced weight of the valve.

In valve 410, central stem segment 417 together with the two end surfaces 414 and 416 form a ring shaped flow passage 4155 that extends around central stem segment 417. Ring shaped flow passage 4155 is substantially formed on one single plain 460 that from the instant of installing hammer component 4110 in the valve, extends in its direction wherein it is substantially orthogonal to the lengthwise axis 430.

Flow passage 4155 enables passage of the gas or the liquid from the inlet flow opening 440 to the output flow opening 450 following after the shearing off of the link between nipple 470 to inlet flow opening 440 (in a linear movement of the hammer component along the lengthwise axis) and shoving it (in the rotational movement along the angular amplitude of the hammer component around the lengthwise axis).

Central stem segment 417 is formed with bracket opening 4161 for accommodation of nipple 470. Bracket opening 4161 is formed in its direction in a manner that from the instant of assembling the valve, bracket opening 4161 would also be positioned in plain 460 (the common plain of the inlet and outlet flow openings). The bracket opening 4161 is suited to accept in it nipple 470 and to shove it while it is found in it from the instant of shearing off the nipple from inlet flow opening 440.

In valve 410, and this is different than in valves 10, 210 and 310, springy means 4120 is not a helical spring but rather a twisted type of spring (torsion spring) 4120 that leans on the second end 4137 of house component 4132 and anchored there. Twist spring 4120 is suited to adsorb the hammer component 4110 movement along the lengthwise axis 430, and concurrently biases hammer component 4110 to continue and propel nipple 470 as is required for it being shoved in a rotational motion as said, around lengthwise axis 430, and this as is required for it being shoved after it being cut off.
As it would be explained hereinafter, in valve 410, similarly to valves 10, 20 and 310, there exist also the structural characteristic of mechanical demarcation between the gas or the liquid and the actuating component (in the illustrated example component 4100), in all the stages - be it while the flow passage is closed (see figures No. 13 and No. 14), be it in the state of valve actuation (while it is in motion and opening the flow passage), (see figure 15), and be it following after actuating the valve and obtaining an open flow passage (see figure 16).

Actuating assembly 480 in valve 410 comprises passage component 4180. Passage component 4180 is formed in the shape of a cup. Let's refer to figures No. 12 to No. 16. It is clearly seen that passage component 4180 is suited to be installed along lengthwise axis 430 of the valve's house assembly 420. As well, it is possible to learn from the figures that passage component 4180 is formed with a bottom 4182 that on its one side, the inner, is suited for contact with actuating component 4100 for exerting force on hammer component 4110 from the instant of heating up the actuating component.

In addition, actuating assembly 480 in valve 410 comprises demarcation means 4190. Similarly to passage component 4180, demarcation means 4190 is formed too in a cup resembling configuration, but one that its walls are bellows that are liable to extend longer from the instant of heating up the actuating component 4100. Let's return and refer once more to figures No. 12 to No. 16. It can be seen that demarcation means 4190, it too, is suited to be installed along the lengthwise axis 430 of valve's house assembly 420, wherein it contains passage component 4180 in it. From the instant of their assembly, the edge of demarcation means 4190 is anchored to valve's hose component 4132, and the bottom of demarcation means 4190 on its one side (the exterior one) 4191, is suited to contact with hammer component 4110, and on its other side (the internal one) 4192, suited to contact with the external second side of the bottom of passage component 4180.

Hence, any professional would appreciate the fact that at all stages of valve 410 operational life time, demarcation means 4190 separates - as said, between the gas or the liquid and actuating component 4100

The valves examples that were described hereinaabove while referring to the accompanying figures, were all of the normally closed type of valves, but any professional would understand that
valves in accordance with the invention, can also be of the normally open type. We now present two examples of such valves.

Reference is being made to **figures No. 18 to No. 22.** Figure No. 18 constitutes an illustration of a cross section in perspective, of valve 510 which is an example of a normally open type of valve in accordance with the invention. Figure No. 19 constitutes an illustration of a cross section of valve 510. Valve 510 is depicted there in the state of pre actuation (flow passage open). Figure No. 20 constitutes an illustration of cross section of valve 510 wherein it is illustrated in the condition of while being actuated (while in motion to close the flow passage). Figure No. 21 constitutes an illustration in perspective, of a cross section of valve 510 depicted in the state of after being actuated (flow passage is closed). Figure No. 22 constitutes an exploded view in perspective that presents the various components of valve 510.

From Fig. No. 18 it is easy to understand that similarly to valves 10, 210, 310, and 410, also in valve 510, inlet flow opening 540 and outlet flow opening 550 are substantially formed on one plain 560 that extends on its direction wherein it is substantially orthogonal to the lengthwise axis 530 of the valve house assembly 520. However, differently than valves 10, 210, 310 and 410, valve 510 is of the normally open type of valves and hence while in its regular state, an open flow passage, from inlet flow opening 540 to outlet flow opening 550, does exist. A flow - that as would be described later, is passing through in the valve's house assembly 520 and through passages that are formed in it wherein those passages are found in different levels from plain 560.

In the illustrated example, house component 5132 of valve's house assembly 520 is formed in its closed end 5137 with first passage 542 that is connected to flow passage from inlet flow opening 540 to internal space 538. A second passage 552 that is also formed at its closed end 537 of house component 5132, connects to and enables flow passage from internal space 538 to outlet flow opening 550.

In the illustrated example, passages 542 and 552 are formed wherein they extend in parallel to plain 560 (the inlet and outlet flow openings common plain), one from one side of the plain and the other (second) from its second side. However, any professional would understand that it is feasible to design flow passages also in another geometric configuration (for example - routing the flow from the inlet flow opening through a passage that is not orthogonal in its direction to the lengthwise axis of the valve but rather oblique relative to it in a manner that it leads the flow to the
bottom section of the inner space and from there routing the flow to the outlet flow opening through a passage that is orthogonal in its direction to the lengthwise axis of the valve).

As said, valve 510 is of the normally open type and hence from the instant of activating it (see figure No. 21) the flow passage that regularly exists from inlet flow opening 540 to outlet flow opening 550 is cut off. In the illustrated example, between the various levels in which, as said, passages 542 and 552 are formed, internal space 538 is formed with a circumferential shoulder 539 that extends around lengthwise axis 530. Hammer component 5110 is formed with an end 5150 that has a circumferential shoulder 5139. From the instant of propelling hammer component 5110 to a motion inside internal space 5134 of house component 5132 (see figure No. 20), circumferential shoulder 5139 is brought to a sealing contact on circumferential shoulder 539 (see figure 21).

Similarly to the configuration of valve 10 (as it was described above when referring to figures No.1 to No.5), propelling hammer component 5110 is executed by actuating assembly 580 that similarly as said comprises heating up means 590 to excite actuating component 5100, that is made, as said, from material that is SMA (for example - NiTi). Hammer component 5110 is suited to transfer the force that actuates component 5100 would exert from the instant of its heating up, as said. The force transfer is apt to occur alongside lengthwise axis 530, to nipple 570 and would bias the nipple to a shearing strain that would lead to the nipple shearing.

Valve 510 comprises bracket component 599 wherein nipple 570 is usually connected to it. Bracket 599 is suited for positioning in valve's house assembly 520, inside internal space 5134 of house component 5132, wherein it leans on the closed end 5137, of house component 5132. In the illustrated example, bracket 599 is formed as a kind of a horseshoe wherein nipple 570 is formed where it protrudes from its internal section. Nipple 570 is suited to being installed inside bracket opening 5161 that is formed in hammer component 5110. As can be seen in figures No. 19 to No. 21, bracket opening 5161 is suited to receive in it nipple 570 and to shove it and sweep it away while the nipple is found inside it, from the instant of the nipple being sheared off from bracket 599.

Similarly to what is described hereinabove when referring to valve 10, valve 510 comprises also in addition, a springy means 5120 which is suited to cause continued propelling of nipple 570 following after it is sheared off, for shoving it away (see figures 20 and No. 21).
Similarly (see Fig. No. 22), valve 510 also comprises a nut component 5138 that is suited to being affixed at the end of house component 5132, in a manner that heating up means 590 is installed on it by an array of screws 5140.

Also in valve 510 there is obtained a mechanical demarcation (physical partitioning) between the gas or the liquid and the actuating component (in the illustrated example component 5100), in all the stages - be it while an open flow passage is provided (see Fig. No 18 and No. 19) and be it after activating the valve - while closing the flow passage (see Fig. No. 20), and obtaining a condition where the flow passage is closed (Fig. 21). Similarly to what is described above when referring to valve 10, the demarcation is obtained by a first demarcation means 5180 resembling a cup shape and a second demarcation means 5190 in the configuration of a bellows.

Additional components that similarly to valve 10, exist also in valve 510 (see Fig. 22), are insulating component 5195 that helps to insulate the actuating component, plug component 5142 that is suited to connect with nut component 5138, and disc component 5197 that from the instant of being installed in the valve, demarcates between the actuating component to the plug.

Reference is being made to Fig. No. 23 to No.25. Fig. No. 23 constitutes a cross section illustration of an additional example of a valve in accordance with the invention - valve 610, which is of the normally open type, but - as different from valve 510 which was described above when referring to Fig. No. 18 to No. 22, valve 610 does not comprise a springy means. In Fig. No. 23, valve 610 is illustrated in the condition of pre actuation (flow passage open). Fig. No. 24 is a cross section illustration of valve 610 which is illustrated in Fig. No. 23, in the condition of post actuation (flow passage closed). Fig. No. 25 constitutes an exploded view in perspective that presents the various components of valve 610.

As said, valve 610 differs from valve 510 which was described above when referring to 18 to No. 22, but as per the fact of the absence of the springy means (in the example of valve 510 - helical spring 5120). It was found that the performance of actuating component 680, it by itself, is able to ensure a sealing contact between circumferential shoulder 6139 to circumferential shoulder 639 (see Fig. No. 24).

Hence, in view of the descriptions above and the accompanying figures, any professional would appreciate the fact that a valve in accordance with the invention, is an inert valve (devoid of any explosive materials), safe, given to be checked, reliable, and relatively simple in its
construction and with relatively low costs. Implementing the invention enables designing a variation of valves, be it from the normally closed type or the normally open type, that are of the wide range of forces and strokes, while suiting to a wide range of operating temperatures (for example -5 - 70°C). In a valve in accordance with the invention there also exists geometric separation and thermal isolation, between the actuating assembly (SMA based with its heating up means) to the flow passage, in a manner that prevents leaks of the flowing (the gas or the liquid) to the actuator, instills an advantage of modularity wherein it enables repeated usage of the actuator, and enables obtaining flow by the valve of problematic liquids from the aspect of chemical compatibility or contact thermal sensitivity (Hydrazine and IRFNA), (and also other liquids and gases such as - de-Ionized Water, Argon, GHe, GN2). The actuator assembly in a valve in accordance with the invention, also is given to repeated checks before being installed in the valve. This and more, a valve in accordance with the invention is given to be produced in relatively small dimensions (for example - length of approximately 50 mm and diameter of approximately 20 mm) and with relatively low weight (for example approximately 140 gram), an aspect that instills comparative advantage in space implementations in which the limitations of dimensions and weight are important,

It is important to note that the above listed references and while referring to the accompanying figures for implementations of the valves in propelling systems of satellites, is only an example and any professional would understand that valves in accordance with the invention are given to implementation also in other places in which there is required a one-time opening, timed and reliable, of a flow passage under sever environmental conditions (for example - applying such valves for pecking and opening flow passage in firefighting systems).

Having described above several aspects of at least one embodiment, it is to be appreciated that various alterations, modifications, and improvements will readily occur to those skilled in the art. Such alterations, modifications, and improvements are intended to be part of this disclosure and are intended to be within the scope of the invention. Accordingly, the foregoing description and drawings are by way of example only, and the scope of the invention should be determined from proper construction of the appended claims, and their equivalents.
CLA**I**MS

1. A single one time use, SMA based valve, that comprises -

valve's house assembly that is formed with a lengthwise axis, and with an inlet flow opening for passage of gas or liquid into the valve, and outlet flow opening for passage of the gas or the liquid outwards from the valve; and

a nipple component given to shearing and shoving from the instant of its being severed off, in a manner that enables passage of the gas or the liquid from said inlet flow opening to said outlet flow opening wherein the herein defined valve is a valve of the normally closed type, or enables stopping of said gas or liquid passage from said inlet flow opening to said outlet flow opening, wherein the herein defined valve is a valve of the normally open type; and

an actuating assembly that is suited to be installed inside said valve's house assembly along said lengthwise axis, and that comprises -

heating up means, and

actuating component made of material that is SMA and that is given to heating up by said heating up means in a manner that leads to its extending along the lengthwise axis of said house assembly; and -

a hammer component that is suited to transfer the force that said actuating component is exerting, from said instant of heating said actuating component, along said lengthwise axis to said nipple, and to bias said nipple unto a strain in order to sever it off; and -

said hammer component is suited in addition to continue and propel said nipple for shoving and sweeping it away after it being severed off as said; and

wherein said valve is characterized by that -

said inlet flow opening and outlet flow opening are formed substantially on at least one plain, that extends in its direction wherein it is substantially orthogonal to the lengthwise axis of said house assembly, and -

demarcation exists all the time between said gas or liquid to said actuating component.
2. A valve in accordance with claim 1 wherein the valve is of the normally closed type and wherein -
said nipple is usually connected to said inlet flow opening, and -
said actuating assembly comprises in addition, a springy means that is suited to cause
continued propelling of said nipple following after its being severed off in order to shove
said nipple away in a manner that it would not block said passage of said gas or liquid from
said inlet flow opening to said outlet flow opening.

3. A valve in accordance with claim 2, wherein -
in said actuating assembly -
said actuating component is formed as an elongated pole with an internal space, and -
said heating up means is suited to be installed inside said internal space for internal heating
of said actuating component.

4. A valve in accordance with claim 2, wherein said valve's house assembly comprises a house
component which is formed with an internal space that extends along said lengthwise axis
wherein it is open on one end of said house component.

5. A valve in accordance with claim 4, wherein -
said valve's house assembly comprises in addition -
a nut component that is suited to being affixed to said one end of said house component, and-
a plug component that is suited to connect with said nut component.

6. A valve in accordance with claim 4 wherein -
in said actuator assembly -
said hammer component is formed as a cylinder having terraced space that is open in its one
end and closed in the second other end, and suited to motion inside said internal space of
said house component along said lengthwise axis, and -
wherein said one end of said component is suited to receive into it said springy means of the
actuating assembly, and -
wherein adjacent to said second closed end of the component, a flow passage is formed substantially on one plain, that from the instant of assembling the component in the valve, extends in its direction wherein it is substantially orthogonal to the lengthwise axis of said house, and wherein said flow passage enables passage of the gas or the liquid from said inlet flow opening to said outlet flow opening following after severing of the link between said nipple to said inlet flow opening and its shoving and sweeping away, and -

wherein said second closed end is formed with a bracket opening to the nipple that is formed parallel to said flow passage plain and at a distance from it, and wherein said bracket opening is suited to receive in it said nipple and to shove it wherein it is found in it, from the instant it was severed from said inlet flow opening.

7. A valve in accordance with claim 6, wherein -

said flow passage is formed as two openings that are located one against the other at the walls of said terraced space of said hammer component.

8. A valve in accordance with claim 6, wherein -

an internal space of said house component is formed with a segment that is suited to receive in it a segment of the closed second end of the component, in which said bracket opening for said nipple is formed, from the time of severing the link between said nipple to said inlet flow opening and shoving it while said nipple is inside said bracket opening.

9. A valve in accordance with claim 6, wherein -

said bracket opening to said nipple at the second closed end of the component, is formed in addition with a flow passage means for flowing gas or liquid towards said nipple from the instant of its severing from said inlet flow opening, and so shoving it towards the wall of said segment of that internal space, in a manner which limits the possibility of said hammer component for motion along said lengthwise axis in the direction that is opposite to the biasing direction by said springy means.

10. A valve in accordance with claim 6, wherein -

the terrace formed as said in said hammer component, is formed with at least one opening on its circumference, in a manner that enables passage of gas or liquid through it from said inlet flow e opening unto the component's space, following after the severing of the link
between said nipple to said inlet flow opening and the shoving and sweeping away of said nipple.

11. A valve in accordance with claim 5, wherein -

- said actuating assembly comprises in addition -

- a first demarcation means in a configuration resembling a cup, that is suited to be installed along the lengthwise axis of said valve's house assembly, and it is formed with a bottom that on one external side of the bottom is suited to contact with said hammer component until severing the link between said nipple to said inlet flow opening, and on the second internal side of said bottom, suited to contact with said actuating component for exerting force on said hammer component as said, from the instant of heating up of said actuating component, and -

- a second demarcation means in a configuration of bellows that is given to increasing its length from the instant of heating up said actuating component, and wherein said second demarcation means extends along said lengthwise axis of said valve's house assembly, wherein it is anchored on its one end to said nut component and on its second end to said cup resembling first demarcation means, and -

- wherein said first and second demarcation means separate as said, all the time, between the gas and the liquid to said actuating component

12. A valve in accordance with claim 3, wherein -

- said actuating component comprise in addition -

- an insulating component that is suited to be installed on said actuating component and extend along it.

13. A valve in accordance with claim 2, wherein -

- said springy means constitutes a helical spring.

14. A valve in accordance with claim 5, wherein -

- said springy means is a helical spring that leans on said nut component and biases said hammer component, to continue and propel said nipple for shoving it following after its severing (away) as said.
15. A valve in accordance with claim 2, wherein -

the valve comprises, in addition, filter means that is suited to be installed in the valve's housing assembly and filter the gas or the liquid when it passes from said inlet flow opening to said outlet flow opening following after severing said link between said nipple to said inlet flow opening and shoving said nipple as said, after its being severed.

16. A valve in accordance with claim 6, wherein -

said flow passage is formed as a ring like flow passage around a central stem in said hammer component.

17. A valve in accordance with claim 16, wherein

said valve comprises in addition, filter means that is formed as a sleeve and suited to be installed at the internal space of said valve's housing component around said ring like flow passage, for filtering said gas or liquid when it passes from said inlet flow opening to said outlet flow opening following after the severing said link between said nipple to said inlet flow opening and shoving said nipple as said following after severing it.

18. A valve in accordance with claim 4, wherein -

said valve comprise in addition, an independent stoppage means for maintaining a closed flow passage given an exposure of said valve to high temperature, and -

wherein said stoppage means is characterized in that -

that said means comprises a second actuating component, that is also made of a material that is SMA, and wherein said second actuating means is located along said house component of said valve's house assembly and in parallel to its lengthwise axis, and wherein its heating up by the temperature that prevails in the vicinity of the valve, biasing said house component to a strain that causes its getting elongated in a degree that prevents severing the link between said nipple to the said inlet flow opening, and this even if said first actuating component got warmed up too, to a temperature that would result in its getting elongated too.

19. A valve in accordance with claim 18, wherein -

said house component is formed with shoulders that protrude from its circumference at its two ends, and -
said second actuating component is suited to lean on said shoulders for biasing as said, of the house component, unto a strain that causes its getting elongated as said.

20. A valve in accordance with claim 2, wherein -

said actuating component is formed as an elongated pole, and -

said heating up means is suited to be installed around said actuating component for external heating up of said actuating component.

21. A valve in accordance with claim 4, wherein -

said valve's house assembly comprises in addition -

an upper house component that is suited to be installed on said house component while including said actuating component and said heating up means in it.

22. A valve in accordance with claim 4, wherein -

in said actuating assembly -

said hammer component is formed with two end surfaces that are linked by a central stem segment that extends along said lengthwise axis and connects between them and said hammer component is suited for movement inside said internal space along said lengthwise axis as required for severing said link between said nipple to said inlet flow opening and with rotational movement around said lengthwise axis as required for shoving said nipple and sweeping it away following after its severing as said, and -

wherein said central stem segment together with said two end surfaces form a ring like flow passage around said central stem segment and the ring like flow passage is substantially formed on one plain, wherein from the instant of installing said component in said valve extends in its direction wherein it is substantially orthogonal in its direction to the lengthwise axis of said house and wherein said flow passage enables passage of the gas or liquid from said inlet flow opening to said outlet flow opening following after severing the link between said nipple to said inlet flow opening and shoving said severed nipple away and -

wherein in said central stem segment, a bracket opening to said nipple is formed and wherein said bracket is formed in its direction so that from the instant of installing the valve, it will be in said inlet and outlet flow openings plain, and wherein said nipple's bracket opening is
suited to receive in it said nipple and shovel it wherein it is found inside it from the instant
of its severing from said inlet flow opening, and -

wherein said springy means is a twist spring that leans on said second end of house
component and suited to adsorb the motion of said hammer component along said lengthwise
axis and biases said hammer component to continue and propel said nipple for shoving it in
a rotational motion as said around said lengthwise axis following after its severing as said.

23. A valve in accordance with claim 22, wherein -

said actuating assembly includes in addition -

a passage component in a configuration resembling a cup, wherein it is suited for installation
along said lengthwise axis of said valve's house assembly and it is formed with a bottom
that from its internal one side is suited for contact with said actuating component for exerting
force, as said, from the instant of heating up said actuating component on said hammer
component, and -

a demarcation means also in a configuration resembling a cup whose walls are bellows which
is given to extend from the instant of heating up said actuating component, and wherein said
demarcation means is suited also to be installed along said lengthwise axis of said valve's
house assembly, while it contains said passage component inside, wherein the edge of said
demarcation means is anchored to the valve's house component, and its bottom from its
external one side, is suited for contact with said hammer component, and on its other internal
side it is suited for contact with said second external side of the bottom of said passage
component, and -

when said demarcation means does separate as said, all the time between the gas or the liquid
to said actuating component.

24. A valve in accordance with claim 1, wherein said valve is of the normally open type, and

wherein -

said valve comprises, in addition, a bracket component that said nipple is linked to it as
usually and said bracket is suited to be located in the valve's house assembly.

25. A valve in accordance with claim 24, wherein -
said house component of the valve's house assembly, is formed at its closed end, with an internal space, and -

with a first passage which connects to flow passage from said inlet flow opening to said internal space, and -

with a second passage which connects to flow passage from said internal space to said outlet flow opening.

26. A valve in accordance with claim 25, wherein -

said first and second passages are formed wherein they extend in parallel to said plain, one on one side of the plain and the second on its second side.

27. A valve in accordance with claim 25, wherein -

said internal space is formed between said first and second passages, with a circumferential shoulder that extends around said lengthwise axis, and -

said hammer component is formed with a circumferential shoulder that from the instant of propelling the hammer component to a motion in said valve's house assembly, said shoulder is suited to sealing contact with said circumferential shoulder of said internal space.

28. A valve in accordance with claim 24, wherein -

in said actuator assembly -

said actuator component is formed as an elongated pole with an internal space, and -

said heating up means is suited to be installed inside said internal space for internal heating up of said actuator component.

29. A valve in accordance with claim 24, wherein -

said valve's house assembly comprises a house component which is formed with an internal space that extends along said lengthwise axis wherein it is open at one end of said house component.

30. A valve in accordance with claim 29, wherein -

said valve's house assembly comprises in addition -

a nut component which is suited to be affixed to said one end of said house component, and-
a component which is suited to connect with said nut component.

31. A valve in accordance with claim 24, wherein -
said valve comprises in addition, a springy means which is suited to cause continued propelling of said nipple following after its severing, in order to shovel it.

32. A valve in accordance with claim 30, wherein -
said actuating assembly comprises in addition -
a first demarcation means in a configuration resembling a cup which is suited to be installed along said lengthwise axis of said valve's house assembly, and wherein said first demarcation means is formed with a bottom that, on the one external side of said bottom, is suited to contact with said hammer component until the severing of the link between said nipple to said bracket, and on the second internal side of said bottom is suited to contact with said actuating component for exerting force, as said, from the instant of heating up said actuating component, on said hammer component, and -
a second demarcation means in a configuration of a bellows that is given to being elongated from the instant of heating up said actuating component, that extends along said lengthwise axis of said valve's house assembly, wherein it is anchored on its one end to said nut component and on its second end to said cup resembling first demarcation means, and -
wherein said first and second demarcation means separate as said, all the time, between said gas or liquid to said actuating component.

33. A valve in accordance with claim 24, wherein -
said actuating assembly comprises in addition -
an insulating component which is suited to be installed on said actuating component and to extend alongside it.

34. A valve in accordance with claim 31, wherein -
said springy means is a helical spring.

35. A valve in accordance with claim 34, wherein -
said springy means is a helical spring which leans on said nut component and biases said hammer component to continue and propel said nipple, for shoving it after it was severed as said.

36. A valve in accordance with claim 31, wherein -

in said actuating assembly -
said hammer component is formed as a cylinder with an internal terraced space which is open on its one end and closed at the second end, and suited for motion inside said internal space of said house component along said lengthwise axis, and -

wherein said one end of said component is suited to receive into it said springy means of the actuating assembly, and -

wherein adjacent to its said closed second end of said component, a bracket opening is formed to said nipple wherein it is formed in parallel to said flow passage plain and at a distance from it, and wherein said bracket opening is suited to receive into it said nipple and shove it wherein it is found inside it, from the instant of severing it from said bracket component.
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